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GSC 02799-00902 (�2000 = 01h01m26:s55, Æ2000 = +38Æ03013:000) is a never-studied faintstar (V ' 11:1 mag) in the �eld of the elipsing binary WZ And. In the 2004 observationseason, we have made a time-series CCD photometry of WZ And (Zhang & Zhang, 2006).GSC 2799-902 was observed as one of the referene stars. Nelson (2000) also used thisstar as omparison for WZ And. During data redutions, we found that it ould be a newpulsating variable star. To identify its spetral type as well as the variation lassi�ation,spetrosopy of the star was performed later. In this paper, we report the disovery ofthis new variable. A preliminary disussion on the properties and pulsating nature of thestar is given.Our photometri observations were arried out at the Xinglong Station of NAOC onthree nights between 12 and 14 Otober, 2004. The data were olleted using the 85-mreetor with a AP7P 512� 512 CCD amera. A single Johnson V �lter was used. Theexposure time was 60 seonds for eah measurement. The star GSC 02799-00396 was usedas the omparison star. The spetrosopy was made on 25 Ot., 2004 with the 2.16-mtelesope at the Xinglong Station of NAOC. A Zeiss universal spetrograph was usedwith a Tektronix 1 k� 1 k CCD and a 200 �Amm�1 grating. A He-Ar lamp was used forwavelength alibration.The light urves obtained for the star are shown in Fig. 1. It shows that GSC 02799-00902 is obviously an osillating variable with an observed total V amplitude of about0.04 mag. The spetrum presented in Fig. 2 suggests a spetral type of F0-F2 for thestar. Therefore we onlude that GSC 02799-00902 ould be a new Æ Suti variable.To searh for periodiity of the light variations, a Fourier analysis was performed byusing the algorithm Period98 (Sperl, 1998). The step-by-step amplitude spetra produedfrom the data are shown in Fig. 3. The Fourier analysis reveals a dominant pulsatingfrequeny f1 at 9.9046 /d. Another frequeny ould be deteted at f2 = 5:3804 /d,though the S/N ratio is relatively low. It seems that this star ould be osillating withmulti-period. The main results of the frequeny analysis are given in Table 1. With the2-frequeny model, a �tting to the observed light urve is made as shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Observed V -band light urve of GSC 02799-00902, �tted with a 2-frequeny model

Figure 2. The 1-D spetrum of GSC 02799-00902
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Figure 3. The spetral window and amplitude spetrum of GSC 02799-00902 photometri data
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Table 1. Results of the frequeny analysisName Frequeny (/d) Ampl./2 (mmag) Phase S/Nf1 9.9046 7.84 0.5962629 8.4f2 5.3804 4.12 0.5564623 3.8

Referenes:Nelson, R.H., 2000, IBVS, No. 4840Sperl, M., 1998, Manual for Period98 (V1.0.4). A period searh-program for Windowsand Unix, http://www.univie.a.at/tops/Period98/Zhang, X.B., Zhang, R.X., 2006, New A., 11, 339


